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Abstract: 
My research focuses on the role of mitochondria in disease, aging and the immune 
system.  My group has 1) made seminal contributions to the current understanding of 
mitochondrial gene regulation and mtDNA metabolism, 2) pioneered aging studies 
showing that mitochondrial respiration and ROS signaling are key components of 
conserved longevity pathways, and 3) developed and analyzed novel cell and animal 
models of mitochondrial stress and disease.  For example, we identified mitochondrial 
dysfunction and oxidative-stress signaling as key elements of the multi-factorial, 
neurodegenerative disease Ataxia-Telangiectasia and developed a mouse model of 
maternally inherited deafness.  Hearing loss in the latter is due to activation of tissue-
specific, pro-apoptotic AMPK-E2F1 signaling by mitochondrial ROS, an unprecedented 
mitochondrial-to-nucleus signaling mechanism of disease pathogenesis.  We also 
discovered that mtDNA stress is a trigger for the innate immune response and a cell-
intrinsic antiviral signal that has implications for autoimmune diseases, cancer and age-
related pathology.  Our studies demonstrate that the role of mitochondria in disease and 
aging transcends simple energetic decline and ROS damage and involves complex 
interactions with cellular stress pathways, where ROS (and other mediators) serve as 
context-dependent signaling molecules. My plan going forward to bring this exciting new 
area to the forefront of biomedical research, where I am convinced novel treatments will 
emerge for common human diseases and age-related pathology that involve 
deregulation of mitochondrial and metabolic pathways. 
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